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Sussex Archery Clubs Meeting Discussions Summary  

 
The meeting was held on 9th June 2018 at the Hurstpierpoint Village Centre. 
 
8 Clubs attended 
 
Delegates:  Neil Seymour Crawley, Ian Cosham Eastbourne, Mark Piercy Plumpton, Geraldine & Phil 
Van Buren Falcon, Nick Lea Chichester, Doreen Cannon Worthing, Graham Dinnage Worthing, 
Graham Stevens Holbrook, Rod Brown Arundown 
 
Did not attend but Responses / Apologies received from 9 Clubs: 
Newhaven, Meridian, Bognor, Brighton Uni, Sussex Uni, Ditchling, Shipley, High Weald, Brighton 
 
No Response from 8 
(not counting Disability, Junior, or recently-established University Clubs)  
Bayeux, County Oak, Cuckfield, Friars Gate, Greenways, Hastings, Hellingly, Six Villages 
 
TOPICS DISCUSSED: 
1) WHETHER SCAA CAN PROVIDE A COUNTY CHAMPIONSHIPS THIS JULY 
Out of 25 active Sussex Clubs, only three offered to provide helpers for County Events (not counting 
High Weald who are hosting and staffing at least one County Event this year, and Crawley who 
definitely deserve a break after being used as a band-aid to cover helper shortages year after year) 
Four more Clubs replied to say they had no offers from their members.  
If every club had offered two helpers we would have had more than we needed, but 3 clubs x 2 
people comes nowhere near, so without the resources the meeting agreed we have no option but to 
cancel the County Shoot planned for 22nd July. 
DECISION: No County Shoot at Crawley on 22nd July 
 
The question then arose, what will members be getting for their money? 
If we're not careful SCAA will just be left with the tedious administrative work that even fewer 
volunteers are interested in. 
 
2) SIMILAR HELPER PROBLEMS AROUND COUNTY MATCHES 
The last time SCAA held a County match at Crawley, the Crawley Club made a big contribution to the 
set up. Quite reasonably it's felt unfair to take advantage of them being local in this way, and there 
must be a workable field party from other clubs at future Matches (assuming we can put them on - 
we can't without these helpers) 
Suggested: An incentive scheme, such as free entry to other county events, could be to the 
individuals, or as a voucher system to clubs who might provide helpers who didn't want to enter any 
county events, but had other members who would somehow exchange credit to get a free entry.  
DECISION: Team Manager to follow up so we know the position before committing to 2019 Matches 
 
3) WHAT KIND OF SUMMER LEAGUE DO WE NEED 
It seems like we're looking at proposals for next year rather than this, but we will definitely take up 
Isla Bezencon's offer of a Questionnaire to get opinions on some of the suggestions, and to ask for 



new ideas too, with the intention of being able to come up with some workable proposals for the 
AGM. 
 
A comment was made that no results had been published and no prizes given for the Junior Outdoor 
League in 2017, although several had been sent in, which was disappointing for the juniors involved 
and discouraging for the club(s) who had arranged the shoots. To be investigated by the League 
Secretary. 
 
Discussion at the meeting showed there are Clubs, or factions inside Clubs, who are enthusiastic 
about the league, but would not consider entering the league or travelling to another club unless the 
round was more than six dozen. There was also less enthusiasm for 8-dozen rounds on the basis they 
are fairly common, while 9-dozen rounds are fairly rare.   
But there is a lot of evidence of a silent majority who are not prepared to give up a long day, and 
who are often unwilling to shoot 80 yards. These, and the fact that some clubs are predominately 
one type of bow style, are the some of the main reasons many clubs have dropped out of the league. 
 
The everlasting problem with the league we have seems to be that the basic proposal - All Archers 
shoot the same round / distances, Ladies and gents together, All Bow Styles are accommodated 
(which is designed to get everyone to mingle), causes all kinds of problems and disagreements, such 
as...  
Unfair to Ladies who are shooting their maximum distance, the Gents have it easier; Compounds 
always shoot bigger scores and no handicapping / adjusting formula has ever satisfied more than 
50% of the archers; Bow styles tend to develop in clusters, and few clubs can provide archers from 
all bow styles, and again there is disagreement about what is a fair handicap / adjustment. 
 
Suggestions that came up in discussion included: 

· No mixing of Styles, separate leagues for Recurves, Compounds and Barebow as with 
Longbows at present 

· Compounds to shoot a St George round while other styles shoot the Albion 
· Handicapped results to be used, anyone who hasn't got a handicap to have one calculated 

on the first three dozen shots 
· Have parallel leagues, shot at the same time, one for Experts and one for Novices - 

suggestions were the novices might shoot the two shorter distances of an Albion only, or 
shoot a Windsor 

· Always delete the highest score 
· Each division to be a league in itself, with it's own round and arrangements for different 

styles 
· Some divisions to be settled at a single mini-tournament 

DECISION: Liaise with Isla Bezencon to gather members' views and suggestions 
 
 
4) ENCOURAGING MORE INVOLVEMENT BY CLUB MEMBERS AND MORE PARTICIPATION IN LOCAL 
AND EVENTS 
Some of the delegates thought the problem was that most grass-roots club members didn't know 
SCAA exists, apart possibly from a brief mention at the end of a Beginners Course. It was agreed that 
SCAA will produce an introductory brochure to be given to coaches / clubs to be handed out to 
beginners. 
A Feedback Form was also suggested - maybe that's something to go out at renewal time? 
 



Another thing that can happen when SCAA is able to contact all the individual members will be to 
put out much simpler and direct messages when asking for help and for entries to events, which may 
make more members notice the important bits. 
 
More targeted Coaching Support: It was recognised that county-coaching-guild-sponsored 
Intermediate Workshops have a wider impact that locally arranged coaching groups, and the Guild is 
working to arrange Workshops this winter. 
Two of the delegates repeated a request they have both made before to the Guild, for a refresher 
workshop for archers, particularly female archers who may not be so technically focussed, who have 
taken a break from the sport, maybe to have children or for career reasons, and would like to have 
some personal coaching to bring them back on form, and some technical advice to tell them about 
new developments and current equipment. 
 
Suggestions for new events / activities to appeal to Intermediate Archers and to a wider range of 
abilities so novices and elite archers intermingle more: 
 

· A Junior round-robin head to head day 
· A similar day for Intermediates where they spend part of the time competing and part of the 

time as scorers / field party. 
· Taster days for different disciplines 
· Provide shorter-distance, fewer-shot event for Club teams to bring all clubs and levels 

together 
· A wand-clout-flight day to try shooting longer distances 
· Themed Fun Days 

WHERE POSSIBLE THE EVENTS TO BE TO BE DUPLICATED AROUND THE AREA AT SEVERAL VENUES 
 
Note - some of these ideas have been put to all members via the Club Secretaries more than once 
since the turn of the year, with a request for possible venues - but not a single reply has come back. 
 
A suggestion came by mail from John Peppiatt who was unable to attend, that as the membership of 
Archery GB has a high proportion of the over-40s - who by World Archery and International Athletic 
Standards are 'Masters' - could Sussex lead the field by holding a Masters Championships Shoot? 
While this was thought to be a great idea, particularly since the Golden Oldies shoot ceased to be, at 
the moment we can't even support a County Championships, so we certainly can't commit to 
another shoot - unless volunteers come forward to act as Organisers and to make the shoot happen. 
Needs further discussion and promotion. 
 
Some questions and comments were sent in by a Crawley Club Officer who was unable to attend, 
here they are with answers... 
 
A) county equipment - this needs some money spent on  replacement  for the targets. This needs to 
be weighed against the accessibility from the Containers for the early in the year events like K2 in 
March. The field is frequently too wet to gain access to the field.....so the cost effectiveness of 
replacement equipment against hiring kit and helpers may need to be considered  
Answer: One third of the target stock was replaced with TenZone Boss-Stand sets at the beginning of 
2017, which was a year later than intended as TenZone put all their production the previous year into 
the European Championships in Nottingham. One third of the 'Eleven' bosses were scheduled to be 
replaced in 2017, and the remaining third this year. This didn't happen because there isn't a County 
Equipment Officer, either to supervise the deliveries and get rid of the worn stock, or keep up with 
repairs. 



The reason why we hadn't pressed on with the replacements in 2016 was that they were due to be 
delivered to the K2 in March, but because we were banned from taking vehicles onto the field to 
collect our equipment, we hired the targets instead (and of course couldn't have got the new targets 
back to the containers if we'd decided to keep them), and did the same in 2017 because it was a lot 
less stressful than hauling them from Hazelwick School. We could hire for the Indoor Shoot because 
we could get the targets delivered right to the venue easily, but there would be no point in hiring for 
an outdoor shoot because if there's a ban on vehicles on the field (and that was the case for part of 
August last year, so it's not just a winter problem) we wouldn't be able to get the hired targets 
delivered and recovered. The economics of owning our equipment are much better, but the location 
of the containers has always been risky. They do need to be by a firm roadway - maybe we should 
consider approaching asking the school again if we could move them to where the rubbish dump is - 
we might pay for having the rubbish cleared? 
 
B)the dates for events need to be set well in advance so that other clubs can avoid clashes and 
hopefully provide support....it is useful if calender events like Mothering Sunday (the usual K2date) is 
avoided to maximise support possibilities.  
Answer: In fact the dates of County Events have been pretty rigidly fixed for years, and the scheduled 
weekends have been continuously posted on the SCAA website since Chris Tucknott set up the current 
version in about 2009 - the outdoor dates have been constant since the 1960s apart from the 
occasional and well-advertised adjustment. I don't think any of the County dates clashed with public 
holidays, except maybe the first County Match of the year may have had to jump away from late 
Easters once or twice. The winter K2 shoot (which was handed over to Hants at Basingstoke for 2018 
onwards) was on that date I suppose because it was one of the very few dates that didn't clash with 
a major indoor shoot somewhere else in the Region, and Mothering Sunday is variable so wouldn't 
clash most years. In 2015 we had to move the date because there was a new administrator at the 
venue who didn't hold our date until we had the go-ahead from SCAS in September, which her 
predecessor always did, and we couldn't find a suitable weekend until mid April, which resulted in a 
lot of unfilled spaces, so in general terms the March date seemed to suit more. Agreed that the dates 
should be fixed well in advance, but considering most have been given Record Status nine months 
beforehand, and noted in Committee minutes that were sent out to all clubs, the County Exec believe 
the information has always been put out.  
 
C) up to date info on the website that is not only focused on the top Archers. ....the last Club news 
post appears to be from 2011. 
Answer: Two sides to this really. Firstly, the reason the last Club Post was in 2011 is most likely 
because that's the last time anyone submitted anything.  
But a number of bits of club news have always been posted fairly regularly, mainly information about 
upcoming shoots, which is posted on the appropriate page in the Competitions section; and some 
announcements about Beginners Courses, which is linked from both the 'Getting Started' section and 
the 'Coaching' page. 
The second side to this is whether the job of the County Website is to publish club-specific news. 
Surely that's for the club web sites? The county website provides a pretty useful Club Websites links 
page, and the site definitely acts as a hub for people looking for a club near their home, the stats 
show that. I would have thought it's reasonable to only post things on a County website that are of 
interest at County level - and because practically no-one sends in any copy or news items, the only 
thing the executive hears about are achievements by elite archers. But those elite archers are also 
club members, and many of those have become elite because they were ordinary archers who just 
decided to give it a go. Aren't these the people to inspire the grass roots members to get a bit more 
out of their archery? 
None of the 1300 current SCAA members have offered to take on the jobs of either Editorial 
Webmaster or Publicity Officer. If we haven't got anyone to do these jobs, and if next to no-one is 



sending in copy and pictures, it's a miracle there's anything on the site. It does in fact compare well 
with most County Websites, but it won't improve until someone with a bit of energy starts rooting 
out the news and breathes a bit of life into the website. Another case of more volunteers urgently 
needed! 
 
Comment: I agree with you that clubs need to decide if they need and value County support but it is 
hard to do this when often there appears little evidence of enthusiasm for Club Archery and Archers 
from County. ...more support from County Coaches would be greatly valued. 
Answer: Absolutely right, but what is 'County'? It's the membership, that's all. Everyone (except one) 
on the executive committee is also a club member, facing the problems you describe at their home 
clubs. We can't do much on our own without a fuller committee and more general help from more 
members. Peter Probert, the previous Chairman, put a lot of time and effort and driving mileage into 
making contact with clubs, he visited over a third of the clubs to speak to members, but he had to 
give up the chairmanship due to Work requirements and never put the results of his meetings into a 
policy to engage more members. In the same way that most of SCAA activity is supported by a small 
number of people, at different times a small number of clubs have been very active and provided 
most of the helpers, but this goes in cycles, very often the keenest helpers are also supporting Juniors 
in their family and when the Juniors become adult the parents are no longer as involved. 
Enthusiasm for Club Archery has tended to take the form of providing leagues and events, which all 
started with the intention of giving clubs activities that would involve club members with others in 
their own club when it came to forming teams, and would bring them into contact with other Clubs in 
the county, all of which grew out of a wish (coming from individual clubs) to do something a bit 
bigger than the club itself can provide. 
The County Coaching Guild has been concentrating on training more Coaches, and the standard of 
teaching is certainly way above what it was before. But this has been at the expense of providing 
county-level workshops for 'improving' archers, or for Junior and Senior Squads. Of course the 
Coaching Guild also depends on volunteers, and in spite of efforts by the County Executive over at 
least six years to make them happen, the Guild hasn't managed to staff and arrange the planned 
Workshops - although venues are now being evaluated and it looks possible the Workshops will 
happen this winter, at several locations round the County. 
 
Rod Brown 
SCAA Chair 2018 
June 2018 


